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About This Game

Take control of a group of settlers to build a settlement that survives the passing seasons, roaming bandits,
underground horrors, and gods from legend.

mining) instead of being always visible (as is genre standard since even DF). This makes it a pain to plan anything as you
constantly have to switch between menus to see where you are going to be working. Same for storage areas etc. - When you

mine you remove the entire z-layer instead of leaving a floor (again a negative departure from the genre norm). While this isn't
end of the world it makes it more complex and difficult to actually make underground rooms as you have to leave a z-layer
between different floors (and again the poor UI around z-layers makes this even harder). Plus there is some weirdness with

placing stairs - when digging down you cannot place them on the bottom z-layer (as would be intuitive) but on the top most z-
layer which somehow magically places the stairs on the bottom z-layer even if its several z-layers below where you are allowed

to placed it. - The UI is menu heavy (and you constantly are switching between menus to get stuff done) and learns nothing from
games like rimworld/gnomoria which already have solutions for this. Overall its unfortunately quite a disappointing entry in a

genre I really love. Ended up refunding it.. This is a really cool game, which makes the issues with it that much more frustrating.
You want to love it, but certain things keep you from doing so. For example, the Z level can be quite confusing. It is very easy to

get people trapped in places or not be able to deconstruct something because it is above or below where you need to be and
getting there isn't intuitive. I would kill for a simple UI addition that shows the number of what level you are on vertically.

Because as the game is top down multiple z levels makes it hard to determine. All I can say is give this game some time before
buying instead of getting hours in only to find it is too frustrating to continue.

UPDATE 1.02 : HEY, GUYS! As we promised, controller support has now been added! You can now play with the left stick or
the ABXY buttons. But remember, the game was designed to be played with a keyboard. Some levels will now feel easier or
harder while playing with the controller. It's just the nature of an alternative controller. Also, you can play the game with a dance
pad too! It will be a lot harder and you will look ridiculous in front of your friends, but we did it for the laughs. The following
things have been added too: Some bug fixing You can shoot at two directions at the same time. In the level 64.3, there is a slight
increase of the time margin the player has to shoot in both directions to be recognized as a diagonal shot. What to expect the
next update: Finally! The Level Editor will be released with a tutorial on how to create levels and share them. Color blind mode.
Color differentiation between blue and purple backgrounds and squares.. UPDATE 1.03 - Level Editor is now live! : Hey guys!
So finally we are releasing the level editor. We are really happy to release it and see what you guys can do with it. This update
has a lot of fixes and features: 1.. Grim Town: Battle Tales 64.0 BIG UPDATE! - VERSION 1.1 : Hey guys! First of all, we
want to give a huge thanks to FantomenK, Rainbowdragoneyes and Thaehan for making this possible. Without their songs, this
update wouldn't had been possible. Please, show them some love! FantomenK: Rainbowdragoneyes: Thaehan: ------- 1.. 64.0 is
50% off for limited time. : 64.0 is 50% off for limited time.. UPDATE 1.01 : HEY, GUYS! We have been reading all of your
feedback and after working all weekend, finally we have our first update! This update brings some fixes and features you have
been asking: 1. We have improved the beat synchronization.. Free DLC Soundtrack : HEY, GUYS! We know how much you
like the music of the game.
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